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ABSTRACT

The report begins with a brief review of the present status of the
development of cascade solar cells. It is known that photovoltaic
efficiencies can be improved through this development. The designs and
calculations of the multijunction cells, however, are quite complicated.
The main goal of this study is to find a method which is a compromise
between accuracy and simplicity for modeling a cascade solar cell. Three
approaches are presently under way, among them (1) equivalent circuit
approach, (2) numerical approach, and (3) analytical approach. In this
report, we only present the discussion concerning the first and the second
approaches. The equivalent circuit approach using SPICE (Simulation Program,
Integrated Circuit Emphasis) to the cascade cells and the cascade-cell array
highlights this report. The methods of extracting parameters for modeling
are discussed.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Although the solar cell is a rather simple semiconductor device,
the design of cells for space applications can be difficult. One of the
most important reasons is that the cells used in space must be designed
for "end-of-life" operation. The radiation damage can affect and degrade
minority carrier diffusion length. In order to experimentally study the
performance of a cell, it must be irradiated in the laboratory to simulate

the radiation damage in the space environment. This is quite a complicated
process. The problems are compounded when a cascade solar cell with its
multijunctions is under study.

The analytical method developed for cascade solar cells has been
discussed elsewhere* . This analysis obtains a solution for minority
carrier concentration for the steady-state integral-differential continuity
equation in each distinct zone of the cascade cell. Once the minority
carrier solutions satisfy the imposed boundary conditions in each distinct
region, the voltage-current reltionship for the cascade structure may
be obtained, in principle, in closed form. In doing so, we need to solve
14 simultaneous equations to get the V-I relationship even for the simplest

cases. Because of this reason, the closed form equation is never explicitly

formulated(2).

In order to solve this formidable problem, we should pursue vigorously

the study of numerical analysis approach and equivalent circuit approach
to model a cascade cell. The equivalent circuit approach incorporated
with the SPICE (Simulation Program, Integrated Circuit Emphasis) computer
program appears to be a method which is a reasonable compromise between

simplicity and accuracy and is thus a more likely candidate for extension
to the modeling of cascade solar cell arrays for space application.
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2. OBJECTIVES

The objective of this work has been (1) to review the present status
of the development of cascade solar cells, (2) to identify the problems
of modeling cascade solar cells, (3) to develop theoretical models for
two-junction cascade structures or three-junction cascade structures for
space application, and (4) to specify the experimental work needed for
extracting the parameters for modeling.

3. PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION OF CASCADE SOLAR CELL SYSTEMS

3.1 The Concept of Cascade Cells
The maximum theoretical efficiencies for single-crystal solar cells

for Air Mass 1, one sun operation are 2Q%-21% for silicon cells and 21%-
23% for gallium arsenide^ . Experimental values, however, have remained
below 18% at irradiation level of one sun for silicon cells. There are
intrinsic limits imposed on the materials due to (a) the finite lifetime
of minority carriers and (b) the intrinsic energy bandgap of a given
semiconductor material.

There are also losses of potential output. One of them occurs because
the photons absorbed in the semiconductor have energy hv in excess of
the forbidden energy gap E ; the excess energy (hv-E ) is degraded into
heat. The efficiency of solar energy conversion by the photovoltaic effect
could be increased significantly by constructing a system of cascade
{multifunction, multibandgap) solar cells.

The cascade structure consists of multiple layers of different bandgap
materials. The cascade cell concept aims at reducing the losses associated
with photons whose energy is not completely utilized, i.e., those associated
with the hv - E losses.
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Substantial efficiency increases are expected for tandem cell structures

in comparison with single-junction cells* . To illustrate the principles

underlying the cascade cell concept, we assume that all photovoltaic p/n

homojunction cells used in a tandem structure show the same value of the

maximum efficiency, nmax. For example, we assume that the tandem system

consists of three p/n homojunction cells made from semiconductors with

energy gaps E « > E . > E -. A rough estimation of the efficiency of

tandem cells can be done as follows. Assume that solar illumination of

100 mW is incident on the cell made from E 2 in the system. If each of

the three cells has an efficiency of 20%, the cell with energy gap £2
will produce 20 mW; the cell with E . will produce 10 mW due to its short

circuit current whose value is one-half what it would have been if the

top cell were not present. The cell with E Q will produce a 6.67 mW because

its current is one-third of its potential value. The total output of

the stack would therefore be 36.7 mW and hence the efficiency of the

cascading system of three cells would be 36.7%.

3.2 Fundamental Requirements of Materials for a Cascade Solar Cell

The two fundamental requirements of materials for a monolithic cascade

solar cell are (a) a close lattice match between the materials and

(b) appropriate bandgaps for the cells.

A number of material combinations in the III-V system meet these

criteria* . Choices for the narrow-bandgap cell include: the ternaries

GalnAs, GaAsSb, InPAs, AlGaSb, and AllnSb. Choices for the wide-bandgap

cell include: GaPAs, AlGaAs, GalnP, and AlAsSb.

The Al. Ga As-GaAs material combination ("x" represents alloy ratio),
X ™ rt ^

for all practical purposes, is lattice matched over the complete ternary

alloy range. In general, GaAs served as a reasonably well-character!zed

base material for comparison with other III-V compounds.
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In addition to the proper bandgaps and lattice-matched materials,
a cascade cell must have other desirable electrical properties. The minority-
carrier lifetime must be long enough, which means a diffusion length of
several micrometers, for direct band-gap III-V semiconductors. The technology

of obtaining a degenerately doped tunneling junction is not trivial.
One of the main problems is the doping requirements.

3.3 The Major Components of a Cascade Solar Cell

The major components of a complete cascade solar cell can be summarized as:

a. Substrate
b. Low-bandgap cell
c. Connecting (or tunnel) junction
d. Wide-bandgap cell
e. Window layer
f. Antireflecting layer and ohmic contacts

The connecting (or tunnel) diode is one of the most critical components
in the cascade-cell structure* '. It should have a low impedance to
current flow in both directions, and a low voltage drop across the diode.
It should also present a very low absorption for photons which pass through

the top cell. The tunnel junction must have a bandgap as large as that
of the top eel 1.

4. CALCULATIONS AND DESIGN OF A CASCADE SOLAR CELL

4.1 Calculations of the Efficiency of a Cascade Solar Cell

The efficiency of a cascade cell can be more exactly calculated by
using the following assumptions:

(a) The collection efficiency is 100%, i.e., every photon with energy

hv >E contributes one electron charge to the short circuit current, IOQ.
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(b) If two p/n homoj unction cells having E Q and E ^, respectively,
form a cascade system, the former is the bottom cell while the latter
is the top cell. We also assume that E j > E Q. Then the short circuit
current of the form is reduced to

'SC <EgO> Egl> = 'SC <EgO> ' TSC V

(c) The reverse saturation current IQ of the junction can be expressed as

i0 (EG) = KJ exp (-EQ/BKT)

Where B can be assumed to be equal to 1 and we determine the value of K,
1 0 0

by choosing the value IQ = 2 x 10 A/ cm for silicon at room temperature.

(d) The voltage at maximum power V is given by

(1- AVmp) exp (AVmp) = Isc (EgQ, Egl)/IQ (EgQ)

(e) The current at maximum power I is given by

AVmn
T (F F } = mP T If F \( E E J J S C ^ E O ' E l >, + M

mp

(f) The parameter A = q/AKT. It is assumed that A = 1.

(g) The maximum efficiency is calculated by

"max
in

Where P. is the input power.
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(h) Note that Isc(Eq) can be approximated by

' !SC(0)

Where ICQ(O) is the intercept of the extrapolation of I^Q from the semilog
region to the ordinate E = 0 and a is an empirical constant whose value
is determined by

oo

WV = q !nph (hv) d(hv)

Where n . (hv) is the number of photons of energy hv in the solar spectrum

under consideration in the interval d (hv).

(i) Also note that for the AMD spectrum, we can approximately have

Icr(E_) = { 2 0 2 exp (-1.2 En)} mAoi> g g

The values of a range from 1.2 to 2.1 for solar spectra under different
atmospheric conditions and solar azimuth.

4.2 Another Method of Calculations

Another approach of calculations of short circuit densities, open-
circuit voltages, fill factors, and combined efficiencies has been reported
in reference 8.

The short-circuit current densities J$C1 and J$C2 for cell 1 and

cell 2, respectively, are calculated as

JSC1 = qF(X)dX

V(ym)
and
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JSC2

/

X gl(ym)

Where F(x) represents the solar photon flux density at A, which varies

with air mass.

The open-circuit voltage VQC for each of the cells can be determined by

W = KL On ( — + 1 }voc q j-
00

Where X is the concentration ratio, and

Joo • ̂  «•> I - ̂  '

if a simple diffusion current is assumed. K1 may be different for different
material.

The fill factor ff for each of the cells is expressed as

Vm exp (qV/kT)-l
f f = JL L ! -- 51 -

VOC exp (qV/kT)-lQC

Where V is given by

qVm qVm XJ$C

~* ^ kT Joo
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The combined efficiency for the two-terminal case is calculated by

+
ntot = JSC

in

Where P is the incident solar power density.

For four-terminal case

ntot

JSC1 VOC1 (ff)l * JSC2 VOC2 (ff)2

Pin

The discussion concerning the two-terminal structure and the four-
terminal structure will be presented in Section 5.

4.3 Tandem Cell Design

The requirements of designing a cascade cell are summarized as follows:
a. Each cell must transmit efficiently the photons with less than

its bandgap energy.
b. The contacts on the backs of the upper cells must be transparent

to these photons.
c. A good first-order approximation for optimum designs requires

the short-circuit currents of the two cells (or three cells) to be equal.
This design constraint can be used to obtain a required relationship between
the bandgaps of the two cells (or three cells).

5. STUDY OF TWO-JUNCTION CASCADE SOLAR CELL STRUCTURE

The simplest tandem structure consists of two cells, which can be
•3

connected to form either two-terminal, three-terminal or four-terminal
devices. In a two-terminal or four-terminal device, the cells are connected
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in series. In this case, the photocurrent for both junctions of the cascade

cells must be equal. On the other hand, in the three- and four-terminal

devices, the photocurrents of the two cells do not have to be equal.

Let us now compare the characteristics of two- and four-terminal

tandem cells. There is an essential difference between these two

structures. A two-terminal device only needs one external circuit load.

But the requirements for an equal photocurrent for the whole structure

impose a limitation to the choice of energy gaps of the two cells.

Furthermore, the calculated maximum photocurrent densities do not only

depend on energy gaps, but also depend on air masses. For different air

masses, we have different spectral distribution. Therefore, the optimal

design for a two-terminal cell in terms of energy gaps for all air masses

is much more difficult.

A four-terminal device uses two separate external circuit loads.

Because photocurrent matching is not required for this structure, the

selection of optimal energy gap combinations for each air mass is much

wider. Since the energy gap ranges are greater, the control of energy

gaps and film thickness can be much less stringent than that required

for two-terminal structures. In four-terminal structures, the variation

in overall conversion efficiency is more insensitive to air mass for greater

air masses. This differs from that of two-terminal cells, which are more

sensitive to it.

A two-terminal tandem structure can be formed by using a transparent

conducting bonding material, while the insulating bonding material can

be applied to obtain a four-terminal structure.

Further comparison between the two-terminal structure and the four-

terminal structure is shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. Further Comparison Between the Two-Terminal Structures
and the Four-Terminal Structures

Bonding

Anti reflect! on
Coatings

Two-Terminals

Transparent Conducting
Bonding

Lattice Matching Critical

Flexibility

Simpler
(Only the front surface
of the top cell requires
an antireflect!on coating.)

Lower

Four-Termi nals

Insulating Bonding
Material

Not Critical

More Complicated
(AR coatings are needed
on the front and back
surfaces of the top cell
and on the surface of the
bottom cell.)

Higher

Based on the results and progress achieved in multibandgap research,
it has been determined that the stacked four-terminal approaches have

/0\

advantages over two-terminal devices1 .

6. CASCADE SOLAR CELL MODELING

To date no single model can accurately represent the cascade cells
over all ranges of temperature, illumination intensity, and radiation
damage. In solar cell modeling, we must meet the following criteria:

a. It must be able to provide sufficiently accurate simulation
of I-V curves over the range of interest of temperature, illumination
level and radiation damage.

b. It must, with sufficient accuracy, be able to manipulate
the I-V curves, as required for predicting the cell performance under
certain specified operating conditions^

c. It must be able to extend to the design of the solar array
without introducing too much complexity.
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Three approaches are presently under way, among them (1) equivalent
circuit approach, (2) numerical approach, and (3) analytical approach.
In this report, we only present the discussion concerning the first and
the second approaches.

6.1 Equivalent Circuit Approach

The equivalent circuit representing a two-junction cascade solar
cell is shown in Figure 1. The solar cell diode equations are applied.
Terms for the light generated currents, diffusion currents, space charge
recombination currents, series and shunt resistance, the resistance for
the window layer and the substrate, and the equivalent resistance for
the tunnel diode are included. The current sources in the equivalent
circuit are as follows:

I ., = light-generated current for the top cell

[exp

[exp

I . 2 = light-generated current for the bottom cell

XD3 = !03 texp ( - ) -1]

[exp
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Where IQ1 = coefficient of diffusion current term for the top cell

102 = coefficient of space charge region recombination current term
for the top cell

IQ3 = coefficient of diffusion current term for the bottom cell

IQ. = coefficient of space charge region recombination current term
for the botton cell

V01 = t'ie ^'ode voltage inside the top cell

VQ2 = the diode voltage inside the bottom cell

The resistance in the equivalent circuit is defined as follows:

RSI = the series resistance of the top cell

RShl = the shunt resistance of the top cell

RS2 = the series resistance of the bottom cell

RCUO = the shunt resistance of the bottom cellSnZ

R = the resistance of the window layer

R . = the shunt resistance of the bottom cell

Rtun = the e<lulvalent resistance of the tunnel diode

The computer program SPICE (Simulation Program, Integrated Circuit
Emphasis) is used to simulate cascade solar cells.
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For doing the simulation, we need to determine the values of parameters
more accurately. The parameter extraction needs to be done through the
experimental work if those values are not available. After we obtain
more accurate parameters, we are going to use SPICE to do the following
simulations:

a. The cascade solar cell V-I curve with temperature as a
parameter.

b. Cascade efficiency and top- and bottom-cell efficiencies
versus temperature.

c. Voltage at the maximum power point of the cascade, top
and bottom cell V-I curves versus temperature.

d. The effects of radiation damage.
e. The effects of the various values of R~ and R,..

For studying the radiation effects, we will alter carrier diffusion
lengths.

The example we have been using to carry out our modeling study is
an AlGaAs/GaAs cascade solar cell. The cross section of this cell has

(Q \

been presented elsewhere , and some useful information can also be
obtained in other publications' .

Note that the equivalent circuit of a cascade solar cell structure
is not self-evident. It comes from the solution to the continuity equation.
Therefore, the equivalent circuit approach should be studied in conjunction
with the numerical or analytical approach or both.

6.2 Numerical Approach

We plan to develop a computer program for modeling cascade solar cells.
The equations associated with p/n junctions are given in a normalized
form by:
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Jn = -Dn (m/ - n')

Jp = -Dp (Pl(; + p')

Jn, =U-G

Jp, = (U-G)

= n-p-N

The above equations are normalized by the following:

Position: LD = (es kT/q
2 ni

Potential:

Carrier/Impurity Concentration: n.

Mobility: MQ = 1 cm
2/V-sec

Diffusion Constant: DQ = 1 cm /sec

Current Density: q n. DQ/LD

Time: LD
2/D0
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Our program is planned to solve the three-coupled, nonlinear partial
differential equations, Poisson's equation, and the hole and electron
continuity equations in both one-dimension and two-dimensions in a cascade
cell subject to appropriate boundary conditions. Finite difference methods
will be used to discretize the equations. The basic solutions of the
equations will consist of the electric field - or equivalently, the electrical
potential -and the hole and electron concentrations.

7. PHOTOVOLTAIC MEASUREMENTS

The performance of solar cells is critically related with the properties
of the semiconductors, as well as the nature of the photovoltaic barrier
interface. Therefore, it is important to measure the basic material and
interface parameters. Some of the important photovoltaic measurements
are very briefly discussed as follows.

7.1 Current-Voltage Characteristics

The essential performance parameters of a solar cell, i.e., the open-
circuit voltage VQC, the short-circuit current I$c, the fill factor ff,
and the cell efficiency can be determined by using the I-V characteristics
under illumination. Besides these external performance parameters of
the solar cell, the internal parameters such as series resistance RS,
shunt resistance Rsh, and reverse saturation current IQ are also important.
IQ and n (the ideality or quality factor) can be evaluated by the dark
I-V characteristics, while RS and R<.u may be obtained from the illuminated
I-V curves.

The dark I-V characteristics can be very useful in identifying the
recombination mechanisms such as bulk diffusion - recombination, space
charge region generation-recombination, thermionic emission, thermionic-
assisted tunneling, and direct or trap-assisted tunneling.
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7.2 Spectral Response and Quantum Efficiency

The spectral response indicates the relative contribution of photons
of different energy to the short-circuit photocurrent of the solar cell.

The external quantum efficiency next i's defined as

nnext (X) =
q<t>U)

Where $(x) represents the photon flux per second at X incident on the

cell. A plot of next versus X gives the absolute spectral response,
which is determined by the optical absorption coefficient a (X ) , the minority
carrier diffusion length 5, , the surface recombination velocity S, the

type of, photovoltaic barrier, and the presence of anti reflection coatings.
So, the measurement on spectral response can be helpful to evaluate the
cell's performance.

7.3 Diffusion Length

The minority carrier diffusion length is one of the most important

material parameter of a solar cell. It determines the photocurrent, the

limiting value of the dark current and, therefore, the open-circuit voltage.
The three most common methods for measuring this parameter are:

a. Spectral response measurements

b. Surface photo voltage measurements

c. Beam-induced current measurements.

The more detailed discussion can be found in Reference 11.
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7.4 Minority Carrier Lifetime

There are many methods for measuring the minority carrier lifetime
in the base of p/n junction, both in dark and in illuminated conditions* .
Some of the lifetime measurement techniques are: (a) the open-circuit
voltage decay, (b) diode reverse recovery, (c) small signal impedance
measurement, (d) light induced photovoltaic decay, (e) open circuit to
short circuit switching, and (f) the decay of light induced short circuit
current.

There are many articles concerning mathematical formulations for
these methods. The transient behavior of the p/n junction devices during
experiments of minority lifetime measurements has been explained successfully

(12 13}with the help of some models VJ-t»AJ'. The author of this report has been
studying an equivalent circuit approach incorporating the SPICE computer
program to study this transient behavior. It is expected that some positive
results will be obtained from this investigation.

8. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The cascade solar cell is one of the most promising devices for increasing
the conversion efficiency. The main problems of the two-terminal cascade
structures are the growth of high-quality semiconductor layers under lattice-
mismatching conditions and the development of low-impedance connection
between the top cell and the bottom cell. Because photocurrent matching
is not necessary for the cells, four-terminal devices have some important
advantages over two-terminal devices. Progress has been made in improving
and in studying four-terminal structure, but a lot of room for improvement
remains. More study should be done on these four-terminal devices.

This study also suggests the importance of modeling the cascade solar
cells. It is concluded that we should pursue vigorously the study of
numerical analysis approach and equivalent circuit approach to model a
cascade cell.
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The latter approach incorporated with the SPICE computer program appears
to be a method which is a compromise between simplicity and accuracy and
is thus a more likely candidate for extension to the modeling of cascade
solar cell arrays for space applications. Therefore, it deserves much more
attention.

We also recommend that much more vigorous efforts should be done in
the experimental work concerning extraction of the parameters of the cells.
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Figure 1. Equivalent Circuit Model of a Cascade Solar Cell
for SPICE Simulation
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